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u history of wargaming
u wargaming as:

u policy analysis
u research method
u pedagogy

u case studies

An introduction to wargaming
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Thomas Schelling
• Nobel Prize (Economics) for work on game 

theory.
• Pioneer of POL-MIL gaming at RAND.

One thing a person cannot do, no 
matter how rigorous his analysis or 
heroic his imagination, is to draw up a 
list of things that would never occur to 
him.

Carl von Clausewitz
• Prussian military theorist.
• Author of On War.

...in the whole range of human 
activities, war most closely resembles 
a game of cards.

From games of war…

Buzkashi (Central Asia) Jousting (medieval Europe)
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From games of war…

Chaturanga (6th century CE) Chess (medieval)

…to wargames

u The 17th and 18th century saw growing 
scientific attention devoted to the 
conduct of war.

u Field manuals set for march rates, 
maneuvers and drills.

u Early “operations research” examined the 
effectiveness of weapons systems, fortress 
design.
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kriegsspiel

u First modern tactical wargame pioneered by Prussian 
nobleman George Leopold von Reiswitz, who presented 
it to King Wilhelm III in 1812.

u Further developed by his son, Georg Heinrich Rudolf 
Johann von Reiswitz, an officer in the Prussian Army.
u use of dice, rules, paper map

u use of umpire to maintain “fog of war”
u presented to senior Prussian officers in 1824, who endorsed 

it for military training.

u Prussian Chief of Staff Karl Freiherr von Müffling: “this is no 
ordinary sort of game, this is schooling for war. I must and 
will recommend it most warmly to the army”

kriegsspiel
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“rigid” vs “free” kriegsspiel

u Later versions developed by others introduced newer 
technologies, as well as operational and strategic level 
games. The extensive use of rules and tables made the 
game slow and complex. Moreover, the rules did not 
always provide accurate outcomes for some tactical 
situations.

u Prussian officer Julius von Verdy du Vernois (1876) 
proposed greater use of umpires to adjudicate 
outcomes.

“rigid” vs “free” kriegsspiel

https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2012/10/27/beitrag-zum-kriegsspiel-1876/
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19th century to WWI

u The success of Prussia in the 1870 Franco-
Prussian war increased interest in 
wargaming as a tool of professional military 
education.

u Wargames also began to be used to 
develop military plans, notably by 
Germany, which in the late 19th and early 
20th century conducted a number of 
strategic-operational wargames for future 
wars against Russia, France, and/or Britain.

u Jane’s Naval Wargame (1898).

hobby wargaming

H.G. Wells, Little Wars (1913)

“Little Wars: a game for boys from 
twelve years of age to one hundred 
and fifty and for that more intelligent 
sort of girl who likes boys' games and 
books.”
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hobby wargaming

Fletcher Pratt’s naval wargame (1933)

interwar period

u Germany continued to use wargames 
heavily for training and planning, and 
expanded them to include POL-MIL 
components.

German military wargame participants, 1927

Erich von 
Manstein, future 
commander of 
the Wehrmacht

Ewald von Kleist, 
future commander 
of 1st Panzer Group 
and Army Group A Albert Kesselring, top 

German air 
commander and 

general

Friedrich Paulus, 
commander 6th

Army

Heinz Guderian, 
architect of 

blitzkrieg.

Karl Dönitz, 
later 

commander of 
the German 

Navy.
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interwar period

u In the United States, wargaming became a 
key element of professional military 
education and analysis at the UN Naval 
war College.

u Later, Chester Nimitz (commander in chief 
of US Pacific forces during WWII) said: "The 
war with Japan had been re-enacted in 
the game rooms at the Naval War College 
by so many people, and in so many 
different ways, that nothing that happened 
during the war was a surprise . . . absolutely 
nothing except the kamikaze tactics 
toward the end of the war; we had not 
visualized these."

World War II

u Japan too made extensive use of 
wargaming, including preparation for 
the Pearl Harbour attack.

u However, Japanese wargaming may
have encouraged a certain tactical 
and strategic overconfidence 
u Pearl Harbour (1941), Midway (1942)

The Japanese war game in preparation for 
the Battle of Midway was easily the most 
notorious war game ever played. During the 
game the American side's airpower sank two 
Japanese carriers. Rear Admiral Ukagi 
Matome, Yamamoto's chief of staff and 
commander of their carrier force for the 
operation, unilaterally reversed the umpires' 
ruling on the loss of the carriers. The 
carriers were restored to the game, and the 
Japanese side went on to capture Midway. 
Weeks later, during the actual battle, the 
Americans sank the same two carriers, plus 
two more.” (Caffrey)
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World War II

The Longest Day (1962)

7th Army wargame
Rennes
6 June 1944

World War II

u World War Two saw the rapid development of modern “operations 
research”(or operational analysis) whereby scientific techniques of 
analysis were applied to perfecting military tactics and weapons 
systems.
u logistics
u weapons effectiveness
u tactical employment of weapons systems

u air defence and tactics

u bomber operations

u convoy and anti-submarine 
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World War II

Lieutenant Carol Hendry (kneeling at right) and WRCNS 
colleagues plotting positions during a tactical wargame, 
1944. Royal Canadian Navy

Captain Gilbert Roberts and the staff of the Western 
Approaches Tactical Unit, 1943.

1942. An Allied convoy sails 
across the North Atlantic, 
bringing vital supplies to 
Britain.

Somewhere in the darkness, 
a German submarine is 
waiting.Suddenly, two freighters are torpedoed! 

Where should the convoy 
escorts go to find the 
submarine?

It could attack from any 
direction.

Escort

Escort

Escort

Escort
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Western Approaches Tactical Unit

Cold War 
wargaming
u Computerization

u computational power

u 1960s POL-MIL crisis gaming 
(RAND)
u the impact of nuclear 

weapons

u 1970s Vietnam-era interest 
in gaming 
(counter)insurgency
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Hobby 
wargaming

u 1970-80s: golden age of commercial 
wargaming (miniatures and boardgames)

u The birth of modern role-playing games 
(Dungeons & Dragons, 1974)

u 1990s-2000s: digital gaming causes hobby to 
decline

u 2010s: a new golden age of board gaming?
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Contemporary 
wargaming
u eclipsed by OR and 

modelling & simulation?
u seminar wargaming and 

BOGSATs
u US DoD reemphasizes 

wargaming (2015-) with 
major initiative

u UK develops MoD 
Wargaming Handbook 
(2017)
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In order to “effectively pursue an 
innovative… strategy avoid operational and 
technological surprise, and make the best of 
limited resources, we need to reinvigorate, 
institutionalize, and systematize 
wargaming...”

Modern 
wargaming

“wargaming proved to be a useful tool for 
improving our understanding of complex, 
uncertain environments and the changing 
character of warfare. When done right, 
wargames spur innovation and provide a 
mechanism for addressing emerging 
challenges, exploiting new technologies, and 
shaping the future security environment.”
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Other applications

u business wargaming
u course of action analysis

u crisis response
u scenario analysis

u cybersecurity

Other 
applications

u medicine
u emergency 

management
u problem 

identification
u stress-testing plans 

and capabilities

u networking and 
communications
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(war)gaming as policy analysis

u policy simulations can be one tool* in policy development
u crowd-sourcing ideas

u stakeholder consultation
u fostering innovation

u analysis, forecasting, and contingency planning**
u exploring “what-ifs?
u generating “what-ifs?”
u think about second and third-order effects

u intellectual kick-start
u cheaper than policy errors (and no one gets hurt)

*but must be used in conjunction with other tools and techniques
**methodology matters!

(war)gaming as research method

u modelling of historical conflict
u verification of written and oral accounts

u assessment of military strategy and tactics
u exploration of the impact of technology
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(war)gaming as pedagogy

u research on educational games suggests:
u moderately positive effect on learning (compared to conventional 

methods), but considerable variability

u much depends on simulation design and implementation
u a poor simulation implemented well may have superior learning 

outcomes over a good simulation implemented poorly
u simulations do not teach themselves

(war)gaming as pedagogy

u Game immersion/role-playing generates more effective learning 
than “role thinking” (Green and Armstrong 2011).

u Game design can generate more effective and structured 
learning than game play (Druckman and Ebner 2007).

u Games can reshape classroom dynamics in positive ways: ice-
breaking; team-building; cross-training; and simply to provide a 
break from the monotony of readings and lectures.
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(war)gaming as capacity-building

u simulations can:*
u act as intellectual cross-training
u promote team-building and networking
u motivate and engage 
u offer insight into issues of process, coordination, interaction that lectures 

convey poorly
u offer insight and empathy into the perspectives and behaviours of others

u Kesten Green, “Forecasting in conflict situations” (2002)

*depending on design and implementation

Case studies
teaching practitioners 
about mass atrocity 
prevention

u exploring the logic of 
atrocity

u operating in complex 
political environments

u brainstorming local 
and international 
responses
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Case studies
teaching students about complex peace and stabilization operations

u 100 students, up to12 hours a day, 7 
days

u complex politics + complex operational 
challenges (security, humanitarian, 
development)

u imperfect information
u coordination challenges

Case studies
support for peace negotiations

u development of negotiating language
u developing and stress-testing technical 

arrangements
u exploring implementation challenges
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Case studies
developing crisis response and contingency plans

u competitive teams asked to develop responses to:
u major cutbacks to UN humanitarian programmes
u other adverse political developments (or political opportunities)

Case studies
assessing US policy and crisis stability in the Middle East

u how would greater (or lesser) US 
presence and engagement in the 
Middle East affect crisis stability?
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Case studies
crisis stability in East Asia

case studies
Canada and diplomatic challenges in the South China Sea

u Can a game offer insight into the 
diplomatic challenges facing 
Canada in the South China Sea?

u Can a game be used for promoting 
critical thinking and other skills when 
training foreign service officers?


